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'Occurrence of the ‘Inside Bar’ on the weekly scale indicates
the index to continue its gyration within the confined range of
8100-8300. Proximity towards the lower bound of the range
along with the intraday momentum oscillators approaching the
oversold zone raises the expectation of a rebound within the
range. Also on the 30 min scale a harmonic pattern (Bullish
Gartley) would be confirmed above 8140. Trading longs could
only be initiated once above 8140 with a stop below 8070.

Sector  Outlook

ENERGY POSITIVE

PHARMA POSITIVE

Sectoral Outlook

Trading Idea - Derivatives

 STRATEGY UPDATE : VEDL Short Strangle

Instrument  B/S Lot Reco CMP
29 DEC 260 CE Sell 1 0.95 0.25

29 DEC 210 PE Sell 1 0.80 0.80

Market DriversNifty Outlook

Nifty Fut. Reco. MBP SL TGT

8124 BUY 8140 8070 8300

3 Global markets continued to remain subdued.
Asia is also trading mixed. There are no major
cues to guide Indian markets which continues
to struggle as investors  continue to grapple over
the potential impact of demonetisation. The
markets thus continued to drift down. Given the
circumstances sectors like pharma, utility, de-
fense, Software, OMCs have relatively done
better and could continue to do so. Technically
we are moving towards the lower end of range
and probability of pullback looks higher.

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 29-Dec 8300 6125475 296175

Bank Nifty 29-Dec 18500 516200 21280

Bank Nifty 22-Dec 18500 424120 135040

Highest Call OI

Instrument Strike OI Chg in OI

Nifty 29-Dec 8000 7396775 -161025

Bank Nifty 29-Dec 18000 1009720 93640

Bank Nifty 22-Dec 18000 352360 101920

Highest Put OI

Nifty Chart

Target  : Rs10000  SL : Rs3000;   Hedge : Buy future above INR 261.50
or Sell future below INR 208.5

Currency (USDINR) Outlook

USDINR S1 S2 R1 R2

67.90 67.70 67.40 68.10 68.20

As long as above 67.70, expect sideways to bullish move
to continue.

Scrip Reco MBP SL Target

PowerGrid BUY 186 180 195

Trading Idea - Cash & Future
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Derivatives Idea

Sell 1 Lot 260 CE
Sell 1 Lot 210 PE

3 VEDL is consolidating in past few trading ses-
sion

3 Option indicative band suggest 220 as high-
est Put concentration and 250 as highest call
concentration

3 In order to benefit from faster theta decay
and volatility cool-off, Short Strangle strategy
is recommended

Short Strangle

Institution Net B/S  OI

Index Future 327 Short Unwinding

Index Options 115 Put long

Stock Futures -663 Short

Major Price %  Change Major OI %  Change

FII F&O

VEDL

Trading Calls

   MBP INR 186

   Target INR 195

3 'Ongoing consolidation now seems mature as
daily RSI is about to converge the trigger line
above 50

3 A breach above 186 could trigger bullish mo-
mentum & hence longs could be initiated with
a stop below 180 for a trading target upto 195

Buy

PowerGrid

FII & DII Activity (Rs. in Cr)

Cat.  Amt  MTD YTD

FII -536 -3802 -5419

DII 556 650 33204
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Morning Meet Notes
Research Notes

ADITYA PURI Interview

3 DEMONITISATION - No stress seen in SMEs. Cheap money, access to rural and semi-urban markets are important positives. Temp blip in demand

3 DIGITAL BENEFIT - Adoption of digital will lead to substantial growth in rural and semi-urban business.  Govt business being digital now is also an area where we will
look to increase market share

3 P&L - Cost to Income to come down by 200-300 bps over 2-3 years

3 CUSTOMER - Focus is on customer needs rather than specific product targets

3 FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE IN BANKING - More people getting connected will lead to more product adoption. Convenience, price and trust will be the three factors to
be delivered with a click

MFI: FIRST POLITICAL INTERFERENCE - MAHARASHTRA GOVT TO PROBE INTO MFIs

3 Vidarbha, parts of UP collections weak on political interference & weakness in economy

3 RBI has not allowed for any loan waiver in MFIs and that all such news are rumours. Maharashtra is 12% of BHAFIN's portfolio while UP is 9%

3 To form a Special team to probe into charges of violations and exploitations by MFI

3 Issues in vidarbha existent

AVIATION: Oct-16 PASSENGER GROWTH +23.2% YoY | INDIGO +43% YoY

3 Domestic air passengers in India grew 23% YoY in Oct 16 (+24.4% in Q2 FY17; +23% in Sep)

3 IndiGo's passenger growth stood at 42.6% YoY in Oct-16 (+38.6% in Q2 FY17).

3 IndiGo's passenger market share touched a new high of 42.6% (v/s 40% in Q2). Market share loss by Air India and Jet Airways

3 SpiceJet Q2 passenger growth at 24%

3 Indigo's PLF jumped 280 bps MoM to 84.9% while every other airline saw a dip in PLF MoM
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3 Consolidation above key support at 67.70 continues in USDINR (Dec. contract).

3 The pair has potential to continue pullback rally towards 68.00-68.10 zone.

3 Immediate support is at 67.70 whereas lower support is placed at 67.40.

Currency Ideas

USDINR GBPINR

3 GBPINR could not sustain higher and has breached trend channel (C-C1) sup-

port near 85.40 indicating weakness.

3 Strong short term resistances are placed at 84.80-85.00 zones whereas 84.00 -

83.70 may act as strong supports.

3 Selling on rise is advised as long as price stays below 85.00 marks.
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